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After that game of twister things were never 
quite the same again ... 
Mt Cocitha Champagne breakfast 
Yes, 0-week this year went off. The sheer 
magnitude of it was insane. It is funny that I didn't 
hit the state of insanity too, but I was close. The 
lack of sleep that preceded me after 0-week was 
too much. Regaining my voice back was another 
story by itself. It was a different story 0-week this 
year compared with years before as we decided to 
incorporate ourselves with the rest of the other 
college's activities. This was to foster better 
relations with the other colleges. It took months of 
planning, but eventually it came to. Then it finally 
happened, the Sunday came about. .. 
It was an immense turn out that Sunday morning 
with all of about 150 new residents turning up. The 
committee members, me and a couple of older 
residents ran around 
showing these new 
residents to their rooms. 
It was pretty chaotic and 
interesting to see what 
people brought to 
college like Lachlan and 
his alcohol accessories. It 
was also good to see 
bonds fostering faster 
than glue takes to dry. 
The morning run the next 
day was a tradition 
carried on. Residents 
woke up at 6am and 
later after the run had a 
'drenching' experience. In 
my first year, only me 
and me alone got hit by 
water from the 'skies above'. This year I decided that 
everyone should not miss out on the experience and 
they totally didn't. I have to congratulate my 
committee on a plan well orchestrally manoeuvred 
and carried out. 
Another early morning start was the Mt Cootha 
breakfast. Waking everyone up at 4am was not a 
pretty sight. The look of pain on Jason's face was 
rather painful in itself. Amy was buzzing around 
rather energetically. Everyone was tired by that 
point and wished that 0-week was over. Spirits ran 
high up at Mt Cootha. When it was time to go, 
everyone 
packed up but they forgot one very important 
person . . .  I wonder who that was???? 
The camp fire at Kenilworth was rather exciting. 
Pauly had packed enough alcohol on the buses to 
get everyone drunk at least 5 times over!!! With 
that much alcohol one couldn't blame people to 
resorting to games like spin the bottle. Dave, Kerry 
and Karly were rolling around heaps after that. This 
was also the first time in history that cellar had to 
be restocked twice in 
one week. 
Finally, the end of 0-
week came with the 
bush dance. The whole 
committee was relieved 
that this moment had 
finally come. Even 
though it was held 
inside, it still went off. 
Everyone was a little sad 
that 0-week had come 
to an end. It was heart 
warming to see new 
friendships being made 
due to the hard work of 
the 0-week committee 
and for this I'd like to 
thank them. I would 
never have given up this experience for the world. 
From me and the 0-week committee we wished you 
had as much fun as we did. 
Yours Sincerely, 
lndran Varatharajasingam (Indy) 
0-WEEK Convenor 
. 
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V.P Menon was a significant political figure in India 
during its struggle for independence from Britain 
after World War II. He was the highest-ranking 
Indian in the viceregal establishment, and it was to 
him Lord Mountbatten turned for the final drafting 
of the charter plan for independence. Unlike most 
of the leaders of independence. Unlike most of the 
leaders of independence movement, Menon was a 
rarity - a self made man. No degree from Oxford or 
Cambridge graced his office walls, and he had no 
caste or family ties to support his ambitions. 
Eldest son of twelve children, he quit school at 
thirteen and worked as a labourer, a coal miner, 
factory hand, merchant and schoolteacher. He 
talked his way into a job as a clerk in the Indian 
administration, and his rise was meteoric - largely 
because of his integrity and brilliant skills in 
working with both Indian and British officials in a 
productive way. Both Nehru and Mountbatten 
mentioned his name with the highest praise as one 
who made practical freedom possible for his 
country. 
Two characteristics stood out as particularly 
memorable - a kind of aloof, impersonal efficiency, 
and a reputation for personal charity. His daughter 
explained the background of this later trait after he 
died. When Menon arrived in Delhi to seek a job in 
government, all his possessions, including his money 
and l.D. were stolen at the railroad station. He 
would have to return home on foot, defeated. In 
desperation he turned to an elderly Sikh, explained 
his troubles, and asked for a temporary loan of 
fifteen rupees to tide him over until he could get a 
job. The Sikh gave him the money. When Menon 
asked for his address so that he could repay the 
man, the Sikh said that Menon owed the debt to 
any stranger who came to him in need, as long as 
he lived. The help came from a stranger and was to 
be repaid to a stranger. 
Menon never forgot that debt. Neither the gift of 
trust nor the fifteen rupees. His daughter said that 
before Menon died, a beggar came to the family 
home in Bangalore asking for help to buy new 
sandals, for his feet were covered in sores. Menon 
asked his daughter to take fifteen rupees out of his 
wallet to give the man. It was Menon's last 
conscious act. 
I read the above story in a book. The author was 
told the story by a man whose name he did not 
know. He was standing beside the author in the 
Bombay airport at the left of the baggage counter. 
The author had come to reclaim his bags and had 
no Indian currency left. The agent would not take a 
traveller's cheque, and the author was uncertain 
about getting his luggage and making his plane. The 
man paid the author's claim-cheque fee - about 
eighty cents - and told the author the story as a 
way of refusing the author's attempt to figure out 
how to repay him. His father had been Menon's 
assistant and had learned Menon's charitable ways 
and passed them on to his son. The son continued 
the tradition of seeing himself in debt to strangers, 
whenever, however. 
From a nameless Sikh to am Indian civil servant to 
his assistant to his son to the author to me and 
now to you. This is an example of what 
International House id about: giving a gift of 
hospitality to strangers, giving welcome to 
strangers, giving brotherhood to strangers. We have 
had many "strangers" come into International 
House. We had about 150 new residents. No intake 
has ever been so big - even in the first year of 
I nternationa I House in 1965. It has been a ha rd year 
but I think we have made great progress. We have 
welcomed so many people. We have turned so many 
"strangers" into acquaintances, friends, and in many 
cases, into "brothers". 
I urge those who are leaving IH to remember 
Menon and to continue to follow his example as 
you meet strangers in your lives. And for those who 
are returning to IH in 1999, I urge you to commit 
yourselves to offering hospitality, friendship, and 
brotherhood to all residents next year. 
Neil Holm 
Director 
As many people throughout Kanyana will probably 
comment - 1998 was a year of change at IH: 
seventy more residents in the dining room; seventy 
more residents with whom to party; and seventy 
more residents with whom to study. 
The tutorial program continued as a peer tutoring 
program but this year group study finally gained a 
little more popularity! I hope that group study 
sessions will become even more popular in 1999 as 
residents discover the many advantages of studying 
together on a regular basis. 
For me, 1998 was also the year of searching for 
community in IH. My search focused on exploring 
the extent to which brotherhood prevailed at IH in 
1998. Sixteen residents accepted my invitation to 
come and talk with me. The Review Committee was 
formed by several of these people. This committee 
showed that brotherhood prevailed at IH in 1998 
but only to the extent that people committed 
themselves to pursuing brotherhood relationships. 
Commitment emerged as the key to IH residents 
achieving the mission of the college: the 
development of world understanding and peace. 
Thus1the "Commitment to Brotherhood" was 
suggested and passed by the Student Club Annual 
General Meeting. Getting all residents involved in a 
discussion of this 
commitment 
statement at the 
beginning of each 
year will help 
everyone focus on 
the main reason for 
people accepting 
residency at this 
college. Building 
brotherhood 
relationships takes 
time, determination 
and courage. I 
hope that helping 
--· 
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people learn to inquire of each other right from the 
beginning of the year will lay strong foundations for 
the continuing development of such relationships 
throughout the year. English writer, John Ruskin, 
warned, "Beware those who seek to convince you 
that it is senseless to strive for good because it is 
impossible to reach perfection". Let us all strive for 
good and brotherhood will surely prevail! 
Margaret Holm 
Director of Studies. 
-·· 
The year in review ... 
There's something in this for everybody, so just bear 
with me while I make l ike the President and give 
you my perspective on the year ... 
"You can't please everybody, just try to keep the 
majority happy." 
Simple yet profound - just the sort of thing tha 
Harry Pickering is famous for. It was his first (and 
only) piece of advice to me when I took on the 
Presidency. And he was right, damn it, but it's no 
until you're in the thick of things that you really 
appreciate that sort of foresight. 
Having had my time in the job, I think I can add to 
our store of presidential wisdom (if you can call it 
that) with a few choice quotes of my own .. . 
"Try not to take it personally. " 
There are definitely two sides to being a President -
the personal and the professional. They're both 
valuable aspects of the job, because it 
simultaneously demands commitment and 
objectivity. Inescapably, being in the position 
becomes your everyday existence - student, 
sportsman, Student Club leader, Senior Resident and 
Board Member are roles that are all part and parcel 
of the one lot in life, and handling them all requires 
professionalism. To do anything but give your hear 
to the job is pointless, but the line to be trodden is 
a fine one. Therefore, take care to have something 
1n reserve. 
"Delegate." 
Something I'm rather bad at doing! It will always 
remain that doing the job yourself means that i 
gets done properly, but the reasons for delegating 
are threefold: firstly, one person can't do 
everything; secondly, if you let someone else do it, 
you'll have more time for other things; and thirdly, 
getting others to do it will give them a sense o 
ownership. Whatever the organisation, delegation 
is an essential part of the operation. 
"Stand up and be counted." 
I wish everyone would take this hint, but it seems 
to come to the President to do all the talking. So 
have no fear of pushing barriers and standing for  
what you believe in. In the end, whatever people 
say, it's your job to do so. Give it all you've got. 
"Use your report to the Annual General Meeting to 
finish your Kanyana piece." 
As we all knew it would be, 1998 has been a year of 
great challenge for International House. The 
challenges of running a Student Club of 214 people 
were great, and the job the General Committee, 
Executive and I have done as leaders has been far 
from perfect, but we all gave it our best shot. There 
were four goals I set for the Committee at the start 
of the year. The first was to keep the cost of out 
activities in the black, and somehow we've done 
that, a result of which is probably more luck than 
anything else. The second goal aimed for 
professionalism in carrying out our roles - my 
committee was mostly successful in this and I hope 
that I was, too. Our third goal of communicating 
well with each other and with everyone else wasn't 
so successfully pursued - I am pleased with the way 
our relationship with the Board of Governors has 
evolved this year and our communication on other 
fronts was adequate, but things could've been much 
better. Lastly, our most important goal was to have 
fun doing it all, and although I've lost a lot of sleep 
this year, I am glad that I did it and that I've made 
it this far, to give you my last speech as President of 
the Student Club. I hope the same is true for the 
rest of my committee. 
Next year will see some more change, but it seems 
to me that consolidation, rather than revolution, is 
the more important task. Let me take this 
opportunity to wish the incoming Executive and 
General Committee the very best of luck in fulfilling 
their duties and pursuing their dreams. 
To conclude, my thanks go out to all of you, for the 
support and criticisms you have offered throughout the year - we need both to do our jobs as best we can. 
My thanks also to whoever it is that watches over the people like me - I haven't been troubled my the 
problems that beset some more famous Presidents around the world, and things have somehow managed 
to work out well. Finally to my friends on the General Committee, for sharing such a fine year with me 
and for always giving it your best, a thank you from the bottom of my heart. 
Here's to the year that was! 
David Cowland - Cooper 
1998 IHSC President 
B-tower Babes! 
Oh Yeah! It's the chess team in action! 
VkeP�'d.R� 
Well, until I became VP late last year, the position 
had, for as long as I know, been filled by a male - so 
at least I knew it wouldn't be too hard!! With this 
in mind I started off my intensive training for the 
position with quite a few bottles of Passion Pop at 
the '97 change-over meeting - well all the previous 
reports said it was a very social position!! 
But that was all last year before I even started. This 
year, however, I did actually do some important 
tasks as VP, such as: 
1. Recording history ... This was in the form of the 
college photo. Oh how I enjoyed waking everyone 
up to James Brown's Sex Machine at 6.30am. 
Although I must say that the highlight of that 
morning was when someone (I swear it wasn't me) 
put on the Spice Girls and Solly came all the way 
down to the office to protest, wearing nothing 
but a towel. I daresay that woke a few people up! 
2. Providing clothing and warmth to residents ... 
Hmmmmmm, that sounds a bit dodgey, hey? But I 
can make it sound interesting by saying that it was 
only the college jersey (designed by yours truly that 
I was selling. I hope you liked it! 
3. Medical Training ... We had two First Aid courses 
this year. They went well and I had lots of fun 
waking people up at five minutes to Sam so that 
they'd be there on time. 
4. Feeding people.. .  Sunday Suppers that is - which 
didn't go well this year. In the first semester the 
kitchen was being renovated, so we weren't able to 
use the facilities, then there was Soiree and before I 
knew it the year was almost over. However, we did 
manage to have a Japanese Sunday Supper (on a 
Saturday but anyway ... ) It was really good and again 
a big thanks to everyone who worked hard on that. 
Hope you enjoyed it as well! 
5. Meetings .. . I went along to a few meetings this 
year and got to sit up front at the Student Club 
ones (that was fun!) 
I must say one of the greatest things that kept 
happening 'all year was that people kept giving me 
money (I wasn't that good a VP). But of course I 
kindly donated a 11 of th is to the Student Club. I 
must also say that I've really enjoyed working with 
the other General Committee members, especially 
the exec. Bob and I had quite a few very important 
VP - Secretary meetings down at Baskins (all in the 
name of Student Club of course). I got to see more 
of Bluffy than I ever imagined (by the way, I still 
have the negatives to those photo's - do you still 
have the chequebook??). And of course, I spent a lot 
of time spreading rumours of our President's affairs 
and private life, in hope of his dismissal and my 
ultimate step to the top position, where I could rule 
the world - well at least the student Club! 
So that's what I did. And now I have nothing more 
to say except: Goodluck to next year's VP!! 
Robyn Bishop 
1998 I HSC Ice President 
This year was interesting for the kitchen. It was the 
first time we had a catering company. It took 
awhile for the kitchen to get used to our practises 
but overall it went off pretty well. Micheal was a 
great help in everything - especially listening to the 
constant bickering from the residents. Yes, 
complaints and even more complaints from food to 
cutlery to condiments. Micheal and I took it all in 
our stride and resolved most issues. 
The biggest number of complaints was about 
Tuesday curry night. I know quite a few people 
resorted to pizza permanently on Tuesday night. 
Well, all I can say is "Just stomach it!" 
lndran Varatharajasingham 
Food Convenor 
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Well, what a year it was as the Student Club 
Secretary. I now know many, many things that I 
didn't know (and didn't want to know) at the end of 
last year. 
Of course I did all of the things that you would 
normally expect the Secretary to do - I wrote all 
the minutes and gave notice of all the meetings, 
sent all the letters and received all the letters etc. I 
learned a few other skills too - I know how to use 
and fix the office photocopier when it stuffs up (at 
least I did know. At the end of my Secretarial Reign 
they got a new one - I must have worn the old one 
out.). I learned how to fix the printer in the 
computer room when it stuffs up. I learned the 
best way to heal paper cuts. I learned exactly how 
many bathrooms there are in college and who uses 
which brand of shampoo. 
I did manage to achieve a couple of things in this 
normally routine job - I managed to put the whole 
constitution onto disk, so that if anyone wants to 
change the constitution, it makes it easier for then 
and the Secretary to actually change it. (Came in 
very handy this year, let me tell you!). I've also 
ordered new letterhead. Something bright and 
snazzy this time, so now I've left my mark on the 
Student club because they're going to be using that 
paper for years to come! 
But now I'm happy to let it all go and hand it over 
to Amy for next year (good luck Amy!). I'm off to 
find a palm tree with a hammock under it, and a 
waiter to bring me a pina colada. 
Suzanne "Bob" Payne 
Secretary 
!JJl>4e Repvd 
Well I have been IHACing away quietly all year and 
it's all over! I survived the onslaught of the purple 
Know Your Neighbour forms and it was published 
by Swot Vac - as I promised. Only a few local 
Rotary Clubs requested residents to done with them 
and they were early in the year, thanks to those 
who came with me, and also to the speakers too. If 
you ever get the opportunity to attend a visiting 
Rotary Club meeting, I would suggest you go 
because you'd be surprised how good the Catering 
staff can actually cook when they try. 
Selection of IHAC achievement awardees was quite 
difficult with the increased number of residents, 
and once again, congratulations to this years 
recipients. Being part of the General Committee 
this year was interesting and this year's exec did 
well, given none of them had any IHSC General 
Committee experience previously. I wish Jason 
I 
every success in this role next year and thank 
everyone for another year of memories in college. 
Gundy (aka Susan Faulkner) 
IHAC Convenor 
ShopR� 
1998 was a fairly uneventful year as far as shop 
went. There were chips, chocolate, softdrink and 
plenty of bad debts which led to a short closure of 
shop. Khushi walked away with 279 eggs from the 
Easter competition (yet another satisfied customer) 
and our friendly keyholders were always willing to 
the take people to shop at any time of the day (or 
night - as it was in many cases!). 
Good luck next year, Ollie. I hope you do a better 
job than me! 
Dru Locos 
Shop Convenor 

dJ.emde Sruvd_ 
R� 
What a great year for IH girls sport! Participa'tion 
' _ J _ was up and so was the standard of our teams and M� g-6',,,.J R;nM1t'1h J competitors. While this wasn't reflected so well on ,�� ��� 
the final ICC placements, I'm sure that anyone who Fpk - Abba 
watched the girl's games would agree. It also 
shows on the number of people who were selected 
in the ICC honourary teams. 
While we recognise those who have made 
outstanding efforts and achievements on the 
sporting field by presenting them with half-blues 
and full-blues, there are many more who also 
contributed to our sporting efforts this year. 
My congratulations and sincere thanks to all those 
who participated in, supported, coached or 
convened sports this year. 
And so it is with great sadness that I say farewell to 
IH sport. All the best in your future sporting 
endeavours IH! 
Ariane Butler-Vaai 
Female Sports Convenor 
(No, seriously, all the guys had fun this year. 
Abba is so impressed that he can't put their 
efforts into words - Ed.) 
The IH female hockey team started very well 
this season. We won our first game of the 
year, defeating Dush 3-2. This was despite 
the majority, if not the whole team being 
hungover. Unfortunately this was also where 
our luck ran out. As usual we fought hard 
and put our bodies on the line but to no 
avail. Oh well ... there is always next year! 
I would like to thank all the players as well as those 
people who came and played for us at a minutes 
notice. And finally, a big congratulations to Gebby 
and Denise for making the ICC female hockey team. 
Chicks with Sticks!! Hope to see you all next season. 
Renee Flemming 
Female Hockey Convenor 
How 'bout them touch footie girls eh? The talent 
and commitment in the team was outstanding. Our 
hard work at those ridiculous 6:30am training 
sessions paid off though. It certainly felt good to 
beat Cromwell 7-0, but I have no words to describe 
how good it felt to beat St Johns 1-0. "The 
happiest moment on our sporting lives at IH" 
probably comes close! Thanks must go to our 
dedicated band of supporters, and to our wonderful 
coach, Cranny. All the best to next years team. 
Azza 
Female Touch covenor 
MaleeJI� 
With the return, from a one year break, of our 
illustrious hockey leader a good start was assured to 
the 1998 hockey season. With many Public 
announcements, a high profile series of advertising 
' and a keen interview process the selection was 
finished. All those responding with "What's 
Hockey?" were excluded. Those with a puzzled look 
due to language difference or not really 
comprehending the question were immediately 
sighed up and all others were officially volunteered 
for duty. 
A rigorous training program was begun and an Exies 
match was scheduled and, luckily, with a strong 
recruitment from the women's team we took the 
field. AHH, who cares? It was only the Exies. 
Shortly following the Easter holidays the ICC 
competition began. A very short-lived season 
indeed. Between the influences of the almighty 
sending vast quantities of dihydrogen monoxide and 
the tremendous dislike of dealing with other 
colleges the season was proclaimed a success. With 
only two games played we were in with a chance of 
making ICC. Following the 5-0 drubbing by Kings 
our 1-1 draw against Emanuel (intentionally miss 
spelt) was where we proclaimed victory. 
Thanks to all those who put their shins on the line 
and took the field - especially our Canadian import 
Darrel Hanson - unfortunately he forgot his skates. 
Pity we weren't on ice. Special mention must be 
made of our striker and sole scorer: Dave 'Mark 
Cranney' Cowland-Cooper (magnificent effort with 
Dave playing both centre forward and full back 
simultaneously) . 
Lots of hugs and kisses 
Wishes of success for the future, 
A return to the old days, 
Hard bits and solid traps, 
Goal ward shots and hard deflections, 
And above all wishes for the return of our beloved 
'Scotty- Rads' (Goal Keeper extraordinaire) . 
Love always, 
Damien (Reckless) Kelly 
Illustrious Male Hockey Leader 
Cricket this year was a sad disappointment for 
everyone involved. A combination of rain and some 
very ordinary organisation from ICC meant we were 
restricted to two ten overs a side games. This was a 
pity as there was a lot of enthusiasm this there's no 
doubt we could have put a competitive team 
together. Training was always well attended which 
was great considering last year we were flat out 
even getting guys on the paddock. Just like to thank 
Harry, Tim Harslett and Matt Adams for consistently 
turning up to training. You were a great help. 
Thanks to everyone else who turned up for training 
as well. 
As I mentioned, IH played two ten overs a side 
games. Unfortunately the scorecards aren't available 
and I can't remember which college we played first 
up. Suffice to say we didn't bowl well and got 
passed for about 130 runs off ten overs. A required 
run rate of 13 per over was never going to be 
achieved though Tim did his best to get us home 
with an awesome shot over mid wicket for eight 
(under the revised.rules, shots over the boundary 
are worth eight rather than the usual six) . We 
scored about sixty off our ten overs which wasn't a 
bad effort really. 
Our next game was against Cromwell. We had them 
on the hop from the word go. A fiery spell from Tim 
(3 wickets) and some clever medium pace from 
Harry, Austin Powers and Steve Keir kept Crommie 
down to 66 off ten overs. Our fielding was a huge 
improvement from the first game. 66 seemed very 
gettable considering our batting effort in the first 
game. Unfortunately, Cromwell bowled a very tight 
line and before long wickets fell and we were 
bundled for a paltry 37. This was very disheartening 
and con vi need us that 1 O overs a side is a rea I ly, 
really stupid idea. Just isn't cricket to be honest. 
Well, that's enough for me. Best of luck to who ever 
ends up with the job next year. 
Dave Sexton 
Cricket Convenor 
Swimming is a funny sport in IH. Everyone tries 
their damndest, but we never get anywhere. Oh 
well. Once again this year we had an amazing 
turnout of people who volunteered to swim some 
lengths of the savage swimming pool. Some 
succeeded in making it across, others just pulled 
their pants down and lazed their way across 
instead. Fun games and then some. 
Unfortunately this year IH couldn't pull off any first 
places, but only a second in the men 200m IM by 
me. The Ladies relay team did a great job, the 
supporters went wild, and the men's 
relay team mooned the entire crowd. 
What more can we have? 
All in all everyone raged, and I was 
lucky enough to pull off an ICC team 
pennant. Thanks for swimming 
(everyone that did) and thanks for the 
support IH. Lets see what we can do 
next year. 
Pauly 
Swimming Convenor 
3279 0723 and 0419 654 479. These are the phone 
numbers of the guy who was going to repair our 
boat this year. I know them by heart, because I've 
called them so many times. However I think now, 
about eight months later, that this guy simply 
doesn't want to talk to me or repair our boat. But 
unfortunately, he's the only boat repairer/builder we 
know. 
Anyway, despite having a broken boat. we did 
manage to row in one Regatta, with the aid of a lot 
of sticky tape and a few buckets. Only kidding, we 
rowed in the Fulcher, a boat borrowed from Kings 
(this was made possible through Sparg's 
connections!). We soon discovered that this is one 
of the heaviest boats you'll ever come across. How 
we ever made it from the Kings shed to Emmanual 
pontoon I'll never know. Anyway, Ariane, Nie, Meg 
and I still did it. And we rowed in fourths and 
thirds I think (I really can't remember - too long 
ago). Obviously we didn't do too well (otherwise I'd 
remember). But it was still good to get out on the 
water. 
Well, now I'm off to check that our boat is still 
down at the shed. The last time I saw it was when 
we emptied it of water after a week's rain (thanks 
to the guys and girls who helped us do that). Best 
of luck to all the rowers next year. Row hard! 
Robyn Bishop 
Rowing Convenor 
elz&Ue� 
In an incredible stroke of misfortune every girl in 
college broke at least one leg in the week preceding 
the cross country. Except me. Although my 7th 
place achievement almost made up for this. I'd like 
to say it was due to a strategic balance between 
training, diet and psychological stamina but really, 
it was due to all 100 members of the Duchane cross 
country team. The mere sight of their intimidating 
presence behind me was so horrific that I bolted 
and ran the whole 3km with my eyes shut. 
Nevertheless, I have decided that our team target 
for next year will be participation. After all, nobody 
could be unlucky enough to break their legs twice, 
right? 
Being a girl who loves her basketball, I somehow, 
stupidly, agreed to be the female basketball 
convenor this year. As a brand spanking new 
resident, I wasn't too keen at first. I had absolutely 
no idea what was going on in this crazy place (let 
alone what CC stood for), but some girl with a 
weird name ("Spargo") didn't want the prestigious 
position anymore, and that left me. 
I became slightly worried when I heard that the 
star player the year before was actually a 
professional in a lesser sport - Nettle (gr.). and they 
had only won one game. At our first training 
however, my fears were demolished. 
Fourteen, hard core, athletic looking girls rocked up, 
followed by a coach with experience, charisma, and 
the right colourings for the sport. Yes. It was 
sought! 
The guys did better. A lot better actually, because 
Abba won (Yay!) and in the true spirit of a 
champion has not stopped running (over the last 6 
months he seems to have put an incredible distance 
between himself and I: Where did you say your 
Kanyana report was, Abba??) Congrats also to 
Damion for his awesome third place and to all the 
other hard core guys who competed - it's great to 
have seen an IH relay team! Great run guys! It's difficult to figure out exactly why we only won 
one game, when we obviously had enough potential 
Deb Brooks to win the WNBA, let alone ICC. We couldn't have 
Cross Country runner. gone stale! We intimidated our opposition, and 
scared the referees by presenting a new line up of 
players each week. We couldn't have gotten unfit! 
Our outstanding physical fitness was sustained by 
running from college to the court, because we only 
had a minute until tip off. And the strategic one 
month training break during the season helped to 
prevent injuries. 
We certainly didn't lack talent! The backbone of the 
team consisted of: 
Gail "F*@k that chick is tall" Pearsons, Kerry 
"Height means nothing - speed is everything" 
Horrocks, Megan "Zinga Zing Zing" Luckie, Chrissie 
"Freight train" Walken-Brown, Alana "The refs 
screwed us again" Small, MJ " C'mon Housie, score 
that basket" Lim and super star Canadians imports: 
Kerry "Kick arse" Roper and Karly "Rebounding 
machine" McKay. 
Although our stats didn't look that good at the end 
of the season, we had an absolute rage. We lost by 
incredibly small margins, (6 points Johns, 2 points 
Duch, 1 point to Crommie) in matches that went 
right down to the buzzer, ,and our win was a huge 
one (27 points). We also provided phenomenal 
entertainment for our loyal spectators, Doc and 
Margaret, Tim Liu, Steve Keir, 
Dave C-C, Jan and Andres. The 
highlights were the near all-in­
brawl with Duch (Kerry Roper 
assures me that she would have 
backed me up!) and the behind 
the back, no look passes and the 
three pointers in the IH 
Demolishes Grace game. 
Thankyou to everyone who came 
to watch our games, to the 
millions of different players who 
filled in, and a huge thankyou to 
Sugath for all his help. I expect 
to see you all next year, be it 
playing or supporting. 
Alana Small 
Female Basketball Convenor 
qlU/�B� 
This year was a much improved team from previous 
years and everyone should be congratulated for the 
time and effort put in during the season. 
Unfortunately, we did not win any games, but they 
were more closely contested than in pervious years. 
We actually gave Cromwell and St Leos a scare 
before falling to them The biggest heartbreak of the 
year though, was the excruciatingly painful one 
point loss to Johns ... bastards!! We were ahead most 
off the game, thanks to great team play and some 
strong moves to the basket, but some dodgy calls 
and some suspect bench-keeping by Johns, plus a 
few f**k ups on our part lead to our demise. 
Even though he is not here any more, our American 
"import", Chris Macleod, deserves a big thanks for 
his coach/captain role in the team. There were 
valuable contributions from Matt Manck, Dave C-C, 
"Big Man" Steve Keir and Sugath who along with 
Chris comprised the staring five. The reserves, Dan 
McKav, Crazy Tim, Peter Wu, Carlos, George S., 
George Fonseka, Dave Faras and 
Ben Kelly also played admirably. 
Congratulations to Sugath for 
making the ICC team after his 20 
point and 16 point games against 
Cromwell and Union respectively. 
Thanks to all the supporters who 
came to the games throughout the 
season. Let's hope that we can pull 
off a win next year ... we are so 
close!! 
Sugath Wijedoru 
MakS� 
Another season has been and gone. And 1998 
proved to be reasonably successful with a couple of 
wins and a few narrow losses and one troucing. The 
IH mens team squash team are no longer wooden 
spoon contenders thanks to this years team: Bluffy, 
Ollie and Paul. Lets hope that this new era of IH 
mens squash continues in 1999. 
Dru Locos 
Male Squash convenor 
The female squash team of 1998 possessed much 
skill, finesse, athleticism and shall we say ... 
dexterity as they leapt to great lengths and ran 
merrily about in circles in the confines of a small, 
square room! 
Rachel Ng, Katrina Chiang, Simone Seeto and 
myself were the four brave souls who vowed to 
fight to the death under those harsh bright lights 
every week. Everyone put in a top effort with each 
of us winning at least a couple of matches. 
Congratulations to all 
players for (turning up) 
giving it your best and 
being good sports! A 
special thank you must go 
to Simba, who did a 
superwoman effort each 
week, cycling back from 
lectures at QUT to make it 
to her matches... YOU'RE 
A CHAMP! 
A huge thanks (with a girly 
giggle of appreciation) 
must also go to out legions 
of loyal supporters, i.e. 
Drubie and the squash 
boys! You guys are the best! 
However, Kat gets the best prize for the most hard­
core dedicated player amongst us, as she continued 
to play a ripper of a match after she had just... 
um ... regurgitated! Ah! That's guts for you. 
Most frequently heard phrases around the squash 
courts?? 
"Come on, you can do it!" 
"You KNOW you want it baby!" 
(And to the boys from me) e "Finesse!" 
Cheers, 
Hayley Williams 
Female Squash Convenor, 
First of all, we would like to apologise to Deb for 
taking so long to write this report. It's just that we 
have been recovering from the great headache 
incurred by this year's fabulous social events. 
You see, while you have been 
having an awesome time at 
our parties, we have been the 
brains and brawn behind it all. 
So we would like to tha�k you 
all for being so cool! 
This year we had parties 
scattered throughout both 
semesters. We had to cope 
with the influx of new 
residents and their strange 
partying habits. We must 
admit that we were not 
prepared in O'week for the f 
exorbitant amounts of alcohol 
that you little gems were able 
to pack away. Led by Stevie V, 
Tiffany, Chloe, Jan, Wayne, Dorothy, Natalie, Art, 
Carlos and Sebastien, the first years stormed into 
college without any reservations or second thoughts 
as to the impressions that the rest of college was 
forming of 
them. Even the 
old college 
alco's such as 
Pauly, Chris M., 
Spargs, Dan, 
Hayley, Beena 
(Robyn), Bluffy, 
Mei-June and 
Stevie K. were 
suitably 
impressed by 
the drinking 
habits of these 
new residents. 
This great 
attitude kept up 
for most of the 
year with the 
various parties, exchanges, etc, and we even 
impressed the other colleges with our fish-like 
drinking qualities by coming an awesome third in 
Alice's VB Competition, losing to union and John's 
by a few points (thanks to Nie for driving everybody 
in, and to Timmy Harslett for the use of his shaggin' 
wagon). 
The first major event of the 
year was the Medieval Dinner 
Da nee and what a success it 
was! About 170 people 
crowded around our illustrious 
round table to feast on 
succulent legs of pork and 
indulge in flagons of the 
finest mead in the kingdom. 
Great scenes of debauchery 
and gluttony were seen as 
legs of pork were and other 
hunks of steaming flesh were 
flung promiscuously about the 
Great Hall. Then off to the 
voluptuous vessel of venture 
(The Kookaburra Queen) we 
fled, with failing arms, acquired bottles of 
champagne and spewing Frenchmen, to dance the 
night away in style. Two strange monks were seen 
following the proceedings to protect us from harm. 
As far as we 
can tell, a great 
night was had 
by all Uust ask 
Charmy or any 
of the other 
contributors to 
the IH gene 
pool). It is said 
that a certain G 
Tower 5th Floor 
Resident who 
found himself 
skint at the end 
of the evening 
was forced to 
walk home! Is 
that true 
Lach Ian? 
On to second semester, and International House 
Masquerade Ball. Once again, Dan and Nie prooved 
their natural talent for organising spectacular, fun 
filled occasions of delight. This time, we had to 

convince everyone to dress up in black tie and 
classy ball gowns, but it was basically like another 
college party. No matter how we tried, people just 
seemed to have fun. Perhaps a bit too much for 
some hey, Quang? 
The Ship Inn proved to be a very elegant 
atmosphere, but this didn't stop the inbreds from 
going to work. The bar staff did their best to serve 
us alcohol 
unendingly, while 
Solly did his best 
to foil their 
attempts at 
getting his table 
drunk (perhaps 
you were 
beginning to be 
an 
embarrassment 
Megan?) by 
throwing the 
loaded 
champagne tray 
to the floor in an 
act of defiance. 
The photographer caught all kinds of sticky 
situations on his camera (just what was Emmy 
doing with Sebastien?), and the truth is now known 
about Pauly Watson and Stevie V! Lara and her 
cronies, Gab and Jane, also 
featured drunkenly in many 
photos. Word has it that the 
photographer has a whole 
album just of the little vets that 
even he is too ashamed to give 
us. 
The party rocked on to Friday's 
afterwards, as usual, with both 
of the social convenors being 
refused entry. This made Dan so 
mad that he went and 
maliciously decorated the ONLY 
stairs to the car park with his 
alcoholic regurgitation. He later performed the 
same act on his beanbag, which somehow annoyed 
him, and was seen the next morning shampooing it 
the shower, with beans still in it. 
The next morning, Nie was nowhere to be seen, and 
Dan didn't want to be seen, but the jumping castle 
man had other ideas. It was just as well, as for 
those who could 
walk, it was a 
great way to 
sweat the alcohol 
out of their 
systems. 
Unfortunately it 
was not incident 
free (did we ever 
say it would be?), 
and Shaz, Aquil 
and Lara were 
hospitalised with 
serious injuries. 
Only joking. But it 
was silly of Ben 
Kelly to give the 
Jumping Castle a 
drink from E-Tower parapet. 
And such is life for the socialites of IH for another 
year. Next year, the very capable Meg Sillar and 
Marky "Carcass" Howard will be 
corrupting you with their 
inventive methods of getting 
drunk (we hear IV drips are on 
the cards), and we are convinced 
that they will do an awesome 
job. 
So to the crooning tones of 
"Mmm Bop", we must bid you 
farewell, as we will not be 
around next year to bless these 
hallowed halls with our delicate 
vocal exclamations. To those of 
you who are leaving, don't 
forget the Exies Ball that will be on 7 August 1999. 
Thanks for supporting us this year. 
Lots of love, 
Dan and Nie xo 
Social Convenors 
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Despite the fact that IH has not achieved fantastic 
results over the years, a keen team of experienced 
campaigners showed up for some more punishment 
- or so we thought judging by previous experience! 
Led by old hand Debbie and with Tim's enthusiasm 
and Khushi's lack of it, myself, Cynthia, Megwyn 
and Valerie mounted an assault like no other team 
had in the past. After a first round loss, we were 
replaced by Dave C-C, Sugath and Austin. This 
proved to be a shameful decision which was I will 
concede was not helped by a novice adjudicators 
exceptionally generous marking. 
Ignoring the slow start to the season, the first year 
foursome returned, determined to restore some 
pride to the IH name. A resounding defeat of Leo's 
(at Leo's, mind you!) was the kickstart we needed. 
Following this was a win against Grace (also in 
their home territory) saw the end of the season 
with a 2 wins - 2 loss record. 
Making the finals capped off our much improved 
performance for IH in 1998 as far as debating is 
concerned. We will not dwell on the fact that we 
were defeated in the first round 
of the finals. 
Goodluck to next year's team!! 
Ryan O'Connor 
Debating team member 
Well, I think we in the college 
(and those who heard us) learnt 
just what we can be achieved over a short time 
with a bit of focused work! I have heard so many 
wonderful reports from various people and various 
colleges who were nothing short of amazed at the 
choir's vast improvement from Soiree to Coral Fest -
Excellent Work! Not to mention how many people 
commented on how unfair it was that we didn't 
receive a place (one of the judges, whose name I 
won't mention; I know for a fact is highly 
incompetent but I'm sure you know that after he 
mentioned Leo's effort for mumbling "Rawhide" and 
didn't ever have the professional decency of 
mentioning the choir who sang who no piano for 
three pieces - the only choir to do so!) Anyway 
music is all about self discovery and enjoyment. So 
let's keep what is a really good thing going. 
Organisations such as hike for sight are highly 
appreciative of our efforts as are our own people 
for events such as Variety Night. 
Rose Loh 
Choir Conductor 
Tap tap ... tap tap ... "Attention all one act play 
members, we have a rehearsal in Ivor Cribb Hall 
NOW ... can I please have ALL one act play 
members in Ivor Cribb Hall immediately ... thanks" 
Well, we finally did it! IH participated (for the first 
time I think) in the ICC One Act Play competition. 
This year we not only found a play, remembered to 
get copyright and started rehearsals long before the 
competition, but had an excellent cast. Very few 
productions that I have been involved with since 
coming to Brisbane have (or stupid) enough to 
attempt to co-ordinate a cast as large as our 13 
actor show. 
However daunting the task seemed at first, the cast 
were all more dedicated and enthusiastic than I had 
ever anticipated, and so the whole went vvell. For 
months they continued to turn up (even if a little 
late) to rehearsals, despite the fact that I made 
them do 'strange' things like blow ping pong balls 
across the floor, play 'statues', run around the room 
hugging each other and play a particularly active 
version of Chinese Whispers. 
They played all the games I could throw at them, 
learnt to improvise in a style all their own and best 
of all, learnt their lines (to a chorus of me yelling 
'focus' and 'energy'). 
We didn't win any official awards on the night, but 
that wasn't the point. We went where no IH 'team' 
has gone before . . . we conquered the stage! 
Congratulations to our Stage Manager Carrie Wood, 
and our actors: Kathy (who learnt every one of her 
billion lines) Nicole (pip, pip, pip) Dan, Megwyn, 
Paul, Krista, lndran. Kirsty. Karen, Valerie, Steve V, 
Jason and Darrell. 
Thanks for everything, 
Charmaine 
One Act Play Director 
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An Overcast day on the outskirts of oval 7 began 
the Cellar Insanity. Some say it was due to the 
weather, others claim it was a response to the 
newly found freedom of the new 
residents. Most, however, agree that the 
three shady characters sitting under the 
trees and walking around with stubby 
coolers and ice cold ales in their hands 
certainly promoted the The Club. From 
that moment on it was pure madness. 
$3300 was sold by Cellar in that first 
week, and along with the $2000 sold at 
parties, this easily outspent any other 
college, organisation or anything during 
o-week. This enthusiasm was continued throughout 
the year through Cellar supporting and even 
sponsoring other events such as: 
Car Rally took us on a journey down the coast with 
young Megwyn proving to us that it 
actually was her who stole everything 
from us last. The little band of klepto's 
"picked up" road signs, roadblocks, road 
barricades, and rumour has it that the 
people of a certain house of religion is 
still missing a driveway, amongst other 
things. 
50 cent beers, $1.50 Stoli's and 
numerous hangovers marked the switch 
party. Ugly chicks were everywhere Uust 
the way Tim likes them), causing gabs to start a 
breast cancer clinic. In the boat races the chicks 
with no shame won the race leaving the sportsmen 
feeling embarrassed and down right ashamed (as 
• H and I Tower warming parties you should be). 
•The official renaming of "stubby coolers" to 
WAWA (SINGULAR) WAWAS (PLURAL) Cellar's year was fantastic, and it was awesome to 
• See if Stoli's can get you pissed night be in on the right. Thanks to everyone who voted 
• Kick down the door nights with their drinks to make this years cellar the best 
•Attempts to revive Pre-Dinner Drinks ever. 
• Numerous spontaneous room parties 
And Of Course 
• CAR RALLY Pauly 
• SWITCH PARTY Cellar Club President 
The long awaited International House of Pain (the 
weight room) was finally constructed in time for 
second semester. Under the kitchen and subjected 
to a fowl smell of grease and sweat, the air 
conditioner out in on the semester break was well 
needed. The weight room consists of all the 
equipment to form a perfect body, although it does 
take time to change some of the benches to suit 
your needs. The punching bag provided hours of fun 
and anger releasing until some lad hit it for the 
final time, spilling it's guts all over the floor. A new 
and improved will be in the budget for next year. 
Trying to forfil all the suggestions of the new users, 
convenor Toby Wood tried his best to make it a user 
friendly gym. A workshop was held and personal 
training sessions were provided, unfortunately some 
of the little things like weight belts and gloves 
couidn't be replaced when some over 
eager thief stole them. "If I catch the 
bastard he will wish he never took 
anything from the weight room ... and he might just 
resemble the remains of the punching bag when I 
get done with him!!!" was Toby's response to 
whoever messed with the weight room. With the 
long help and dedication of it's many users, Tim, 
Pauly, Darrell, Lars-Peter and others, it (the weight 
room) came together pretty good. Maybe a paint 
job will be in store for next year as well, but the jail 
cell look doesn't seem to bother anyone at the 
moment. Thanks to those who keep it clean (inc. 
Kelly and David). 
Toby Wood 
Weight Room Convenor 
Soiree is over for another year, and yet another 
remarkable episode has been etched in it's history. It 
was remarkable because: 
. .. well over half of college had never even been to 
Soiree before 
. . .  for the first time in many years, 
soiree continued long after the sun 
had set 
. . . two separate concerts ran 
simultaneously in different areas of 
the grounds 
. . .  yet again we were blessed with 
perfect weather despite forcasts of 
wind and rain 
... it cost $9000 more to run than 
any other year on record, and still 
made a handsome profit 
. .. we didn't run out of beer! 
The credit for this success must go 
to the residents of International 
house. To the cooks, the ticket 
sellers, the ID checkers, the publicity 
people, the people who helped with 
the displays, the performers, the face painters, the 
soiree dinner organisers, those who helped set up 
all the equipment, and to everyone who manned the 
food and beer stalls, we offer our sincere thanks. 
' 
A great number of people spent entire nights 
cooking or washing up. Others spent everyone of 
the six hours of Soiree selling tickets, checking ID, 
manning their stall, or face painting. The Soiree that 
resulted from these efforts is one of which we can 
be justifiably proud. 
T'was the night before Soiree 
And all through the House 
All creatures were stirring .. . 
And chopping and slicing .. . 
And mincing and dicing .. . 
2000 Satay sticks to prepare 
2000 Satay sticks . .. 

A special thanks must go to all of this years 
committee - all seventeen of them! 
They were: 
* Bob and Nana (food): Had one of the toughest 
jobs on the committee, but did it very 
professionally. Thanks must also go to Micheal for 
all the time that he put in to help out. 
* Indy, Amy and Tim (publicity) : From colleges to 
coffee shops - you name it, they had it covered. 
Created a huge 
publicity blitz 
the week before 
the event. Go 
Soiree!! 
* Mei-June and 
Alana (displays): 
Without a 
doubt one of 
the biggest and 
best cultural 
displays of this 
decade. 
* Pauly (beer): 
Kept 
i nternationa I 
beer flowing for 6 solid hours ... impressive! 
* Meg and Art (concert) : Not only ran two stages 
but also took part in performances themselves (Meg 
as an Ind i an dancer, Art as compare) 
* Jase (equipment): Had to put soiree under lights 
and pulled it off without a hitch. 
*Bluffy (tresurer): Counted over $30000 on the day 
and even remembered to arrange a float! 
* Jess (art): Missed out on her funky lizard (don't 
ask) but did a great job with the T-shirts (sold out!) 
* Robyn (Soiree dinner): Dinner was sooooooo good, 
the best we've had in college! 
* Kareen (video): Spent hours videoing and editing 
to produce a fantastic record of this years event! 
Writing a Kanyana report on Soiree is never easy, 
especially when it comes to picking out a few 
highlights to mention. If we listed all that we'd like 
to we could go on for pages! Nevertheless we can't 
go any further without mentioning the word 
"Yoshi". Enough said - we're sure you all remember. 
The Indian 
da nee rs, led by 
Aquil, also 
deserve 
recognition: 
they practised 
extremely hard 
in the lead up 
to Soiree, and 
put on a 
stunning 
twilight 
perform a nee. 
Lastly we'll 
never forget the 
extraordinary 
effort put in by 
some of the 
newly arrived semester 2 residents who threw 
themselves into Soiree preparation despite the fact 
that they had only been at I H for less than 2 
weeks!! 
On a personal note, we had a fantastic - yet at 
times humbling - experience as Soiree convenors. 
We still can't believe hoe it worked out. Perhaps 
those rumours about the Soiree Gods smiling down 
upon us are not complete fiction after all. .. 
Solly Brown and Scott Stephens 
Soiree Convenors 

1995: IH loses every match 
1996: IH loses every match except one (against 
Union) 
1997: IH wins every match except one (against THE MATCHES: 
Johns) One by one the opposing ICC teams were crushed 
before the awesome power of the 1998 IH Male 
1998... V'ball team (not that I'm biased or anything). And 
THE GOAL: didn't it feel good to win! Kings put up the best 
Win ICC and beat the crap out of John's futile resistance of all the teams and managed an 
THE TEAM: honourable 3-0 loss. IH saved it's best for last 
Stevie "Spankboy" Keir though - beating the wswan diving Jabbas and 
Jan" Brown taking out ICC in convincing style. 
Jan "Sexual Fingers" Haegle 
Reckless "Walking wounded"Kelly THE SUPPORTERS: 
Dave " Give me a quick, Jan" C-C Around 80( !) vocal supporters turned up to the 
Sugath "What do you mean I can't bounce it?" Kings and Johns games. Foe the first time in years 
Wijedoru IH actually drowned out the cheer squads of other 
Richie "Home run" Seneviratne teams. Thanks to everyone who came along! 
Jeff "Thanks for your jersey, Megan" Kwik 
Austin "Where do I stand" Powers THE RESULT: IH wins ICC male volleyball - JOHNS 
Tim "I'm learning to jump serve" Liu DOESN'T!!! Muahahaha ... 
Paul "I broke my collar bone" Watson 
PS: Congrats to Stevie, Solly and Jan for making the 
ICC team. 
Solly Brown 
Male V'ball Convenor 
With a coach like Spankboy, and with as much 
talent as we had, anyone would think the IH girl's 
volleyball team was headed for Sydney 2000! Alas 
this was not to be! While we convincingly beat 
Womens and Duchesne, the Australian selectors 
didn't think this cuts it. Oh well, as Lachlan says "IH 
was by far the sexiest team!" We had a lot of fun 
and even looked what we were doing every once in 
awhile. Many thanks for your time and patience 
Stevie. 
Azza 
Female V'ball Convenor 
Once again, the l.H. netball girls dominated the 
court with extraordinary feats of skill, much to the 
delight of our thousands of dedicated fans. This 
year we were blessed with the phenomenon of a 
coach (thanks, KK!!), and it did wonders for our 
usually blank scoreline. 
Thanks to Carrie, Marie and Natalie T. for being 
awesome goalscorers, to Nie, Kate and Natalie B. for 
their phenomenal rejections in the defence line. 
Our special centres, Azza, Emily and Alana-banana­
marajiuana-tropicana, were not to be forgotten, 
and the flashing skirts of Kathy, Klara, Meetu, Krista 
and Tiffany were a blur in the action of the game. 
Great work, girls, and next year the ICC Cup will be 
ours ! 
Nicole "Spargs" Spargo 
Netball Convenor 
dJ.emtde R� 
"Chicks Rugby" as it is officially known, is not 
actually and ICC sport. It is a one day event 
organised by Union College. IH plays in a Barbarian 
team with Cromwell and Grace Colleges. Actually, 
this year we had so many girls wanting to play that 
we formed two teams. Players were May "Xena' 
Teh, Kerry Roper, Karly McKay, Natalie Thompson, 
Kate Andrew and myself. Gebby also started off 
training, but sadly had to withdraw after she 
tackled May on the cricket pitch at training. May 
landed on her shoulder thus inflicting her with 
injuries that kept Gebby out of sport for a few 
months. 
We all whinged about the 6am training sessions, 
but they certainly paid off. Two years ago we lost 
to Emmanuel in the semi-final, last year we lost to 
them in the grand final. And to finish off the 
progression, this year we made our way through the 
final to beat Emmanuel 5-0!! 
Congratulations to all the girls who played, 
especially May, who was selected as part of the 
honourary team - well she did score 3 out of four 
tries that day!! 
It was a gruelling day, but a fitting end to IH girl's 
sport this year!! 
Azza (for the seemingly millionth time) 
Female Rugby Convenor 
I foolishly volunteered for the role of Female Soccer 
Convenor again this year with the distant  hope that 
maybe, just maybe, we could score a goal. Well, nit 
only did we score a goal but WE WON TWO 
GAMES!!!! 14-0 and 2-0. Drew three and lost 2. 
This is by far the best any IH female soccer team 
has done in God knows how long. So we're rather 
proud of our achievements. Our results can really 
only be due to our natural brilliance, of course, 
because our training schedule wasn't what you'd 
call intense. But we had fun! 
Huge thanks have to our wonderful coach, Sally 
Newman, who never took 'no' for an answer and all 
our regular and irregular players who I won't even 
begin to name. 
Maybe next year we will be able to take on the 
Brazilian World Cup team, considering they lost the 
final anyway. France, well, that's another question 
altogether. .. 
Amy Burton 
Female Soccer Convenor 
P.S. Next year w� will (at least I hope) beat St 
Johns!!! And win ICC. . .  ! (Well, maybe that is a bit 
too much?) 
The '98 soccer season came to a climax in a 
moment when it was almost over: last game 
(against John's), 5 minutes to go - Des gets the ball 
on the left side just outside the 18yards line, turns 
around, hits it towards the far post, the ball curves 
and becomes longer and longer just to come down 
under the bar and put us on the scoresheets for '98. 
11 players on the field, 5 subs on the sideline and 9 
supporters went nuts. It was the equalizer in a 
game that shall not be forgotten. 
The start of the season was quite promising with 
quite a number of players showing up for practice 
and willing to eat grass. The first game, a 3:0 loss 
to Leo's must have scared away some of them as 
the "diminishing paradise''. The second game against 
Cromwell, the best side in the competition, actually 
showed some improvements in spite of a 7:0 loss. 
Sugi's header which landed on the crossbar after 1 
minute certainly shocked the Crommie boys for a 
moment. Steve K. definitely had a good time 
chasing Marty S. 
for 70 minutes!! 
Lets try to 
disguise the 8:0 
loss to Union but 
remember the 
3 :O defeat to 
Emmanual which 
was our best 
game. Our worst 
loss of the 
season, the 9:0 
to Kings, cannot 
really be counted 
since it was at 
9:00am on a 
Sunday morning 
and rumors are 
that some yel low and black soccer jerseys had been 
worn to the city the night before in order to save 
time in the morning by telling the Cabbie to go 
straight to the field 2. To see the glorious finish of 
the season, go back to the top of the page. 
Overall, I want to say that the team seemed to have 
a lot of fun throughout the season, despite some 
results that didn't necessarily indicate our ambition. 
It was good to see how the team improved from 
game to game and the number of players that had 
a run on the field shows that the interest was 
there! Not many teams can claim to have had 30 
players, maybe that's a special little thing to IH? 
Thanks to everybody who played, practiced and 
supported. 
Have a good one next year, 
Jan Haegele 
Male Soccer Convenor 
Members of the '98 team include: 
Reckless (Damian) 
Kelly, Dan 
McKavanagh, Jason 
Cias, Andres Saenz, 
Tim Harslett, Dave 
Farkas, Scott 
Stevens, Chris 
Tomsett, Steve Keir, 
Chaing Lee, Quang 
Nguyen, George 
Sehtas, Daniel Tsoi, 
Paul Curran, Marc 
Gomez, Yoshi lnoui, 
Dave Cowland­
Cooper, Sugath 
Wigedoru, Damion 
Riorden, Des Ong, 
Matt Adams, Tim 
Liu, Matt Duane, 
Jeff Kwik, Jan Haegle, Harinder Mann, Kuhendran 
Varatharajasingham, Olof Ryttes, Tomatso Hyodo, 
John Koh. 
Well this year softball was a lot of fun and we 
actually committed ourselves fairly well. We almost 
always had a team for the games, (which is a good 
thing) and usually had a lot of people at training. 
And I think we even managed to frighten our 
competition, well I think they were a bit concerned 
when Toby showed up!! However, we still didn't 
manage to pull off a win, which was a bit 
depressing - but not to worry, we had a good time. 
Our team throughout the season was made up by: 
Maylyn (our wonderful catcher, who also made the 
ICC team) 
Karly (who didn't even have to move to take a 
catch) 
Ariane (wiggle that bum, Azza!) 
Bob (no broken bones this year) 
Alana (who risked all as shortstop) 
Denise (our awesome pitcher) 
Robyn (that's me - first base) 
Mary (by my side on second) 
Marie, Chrissie, Chloe, Linda, Amanda, Gab 
and MJ (who all got the big picture in the 
outfield) 
Jess (well up until the batting session where 
Azza smacked her in the head) 
Lara (who joined us to pitch after she'd 
recovered from her Soiree eve PRI) 
Gebby (who used her newly recovered 
shoulder to somehow knock our coach over at the 
third - still not sure what happened there!) 
A huge thanks has to go to Toby, our faithful coach. 
Nothing deterred this man (even the fact that we 
never won a game). He was always keen to get out 
there! Also thanks to Darrell and Art, who were 
constantly at training and games, to show us how 
the boys did it. And finally to Richard who 
unfailingly took the gear to the diamond for us at 
each and every training session and game. Thanks a 
heap, guys! Hope you had fun as well. Best of luck 
for the next season. 
Robyn Bishop 
Softball Convenor 
IH participated in the ICC Golf tournament a while 
back. Headed by Dave Farkas and Riku N., the team 
members had an exceptional day playing golf... too 
bad their scores didn't show it. 
The day started with 3 members but quickly 
vanished to two after the missing golf pro, Art (a 
van) Rabhar, failed to show up to his apartment 
after a long night on the town. 
"I won it all" was the only comment by the dreamer 
David Farkas as he drank his beer in the sorrowing 
moments after his defeat. Farkas blames his 
handicap on using unfamiliar clubs provided by 
Rugby stud Charlie Young. 
Riku wasn't available for comment as he was off 
with the female caddy whom scored his balls all 
day. 
Toby Wood 
Reporting for IH Sport 
This year snooks and bills proved to be a success 
again with draws against John's and Emmanual, a 
loss (by point ! Aaaaghhhhh!)  against Kings and wins 
over the remaining colleges. 
This year's new team consisted of: Dave "I need to 
practise getting more balls in my pockets !"  C-C 
(Bills 1), Lars "Oh my God ! Who killed Kenny" 
Schneider (Bills 2), Jeff "The Guru" Kwik (Snooks 1) 
and Indy "How the f*#k did I miss that shot" 
Vara#@?*&.?? (Snooks 2). Our combined 
outstanding efforts during the season resulted in an 
overall second placing in ICC. We lost to Kings by 
just 4 points overall. 
Congrats to Jeff for making the ICC team as the 
highest scoring snooker player. Perhaps in the future 
when IH gets a proper bills and snooks table, we 
will be able to attain our true status as the ICC 
Champions ! ! !  
Jeff Kwik 
Bills and Snooks Convenor 
Well, the team looked the part. We had the players, 
the equipment and a couple of us even had the 
occasional training session, but unfortunately the 
other colleges looked better on the scoreboard. Even 
with an outstanding performance from Steve 
Vaudrey we couldn't match it with the other teams 
leaving us firmly cemented on the bottom of the 
table. Never mind ! 
Big thanks to all those who played thoughout the 
season and best of luck for next year (we can only 
get better from here !). 
Dru 
Male Tennis Convenor 
Well, there's not much to say really ! Our illustrious 
social conveners organised our ball to be held the 
night before the athletics carnival and hence, we 
had just a few problems fielding events. In fact, at 
lunch time May and I gave up and came home to 
join the frivolities of the jumping castle ! The IH girls 
did, however make a return appearance to run the 4 
x 100m relay in Can-Can skirts ... GOOD SHOW 
GIRLS ! Many thanks to those who did drag 
themselves out of bed (or in Deb's case out of the 
jaws of death ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ) to run/ walk/ can-can (crawl ! ! ! !) 
around the track ! 
Ariane Butler Vaai 
Is that sweat or pure scotch? 
1od, P� 

It is the tradition of International 
House to hol d  the "Cand le light 
Ceremony" at the opening of the 
Va ledictory Dinner. This ceremony 
originated in New York in the 
1 9 20s and our version evolved in 
our first few years. 
The lights wi l l  be turned down and 
the Director wi l l  light the 
International House Cand le. 
Representatives of the regions of 
the wor l d  wi l l  come forward. 
Those representatives light their 
We celebrate a l l  residents who have l ived at Internationa l House for five or 
more semesters. Introductions by Scott Stephens, Aqui l ! Reshamva la and 
Sarah Harris. 
Hayley Wi l l iams, Ariane But ler-Va'ai, S u zanne Payne, David Cowland - Cooper, 
Mei-J une Lim, Renee Fleming, Sugath Wijedoru ,  Robyn Bishop, Susan Fau lkner, 
Nico le Spargo, Kirstie Beveridge, Dan Mc Kavanagh, So l ly Brown , Lana Auda,  
Maylyn Teh, Nei l  Wylie, Dru Locos, Mark Abercromby, Karen Ng 
cand les from the centre cand le and then use their lighted 
cand les to light the cand les on each table in the Dining 
Room. 
When a l l  cand les are lit, we say the Internationa l House 
P ledge together : 
"As light begets light , so love, friendship and goodwil l  are 
passed from one to another. We who have come from 
many nations to live in one fe l lowship in Internationa l 
House, promise one another to pass the light wherever 
we go. "  
Africa - Rose Darangwa 
North America - Denise Borrione 
Europe - Wolfgang Danzer 
Mid d le East - David B l uff 
Pacific Region - Di lshan Ratnapala 
Austra lia - Char lie Young 
South America - Lana Auda 
North Asia - Yoshi Inoue 
South Asia - Debi S ugiarto 
Presentation of certificates of Residence to a l l  those who are leaving the co l lege. 
Yon g -Wah G o h .  C h a rm a i n e  C h i l ds,  Ka reen a d a m ,  I rm g a rd Kaefer, Hayley W i l l iams.  Wolfg a n g  Danzer, 
D a n i e l l e  Green , Den ise B orri one ,  Tiffa ny Patri ck, M a i ko S u n a g a wa ,  David Fa rkas, Renee F l e m i n g ,  Sugath 
Wijedoru ,  Robyn B ishop,  J o h n  Ko h ,  Ari a n e  But ler-Va ' a i ,  Scott Ste phens,  N i cole Spargo,  S h a ro n  Gooi ,  
Ki rstie Beveri dge ,  Wayne Southwe l l ,  M a rk Gomes, Er iko H ayas h i ,  Li nda H utch ieso n ,  J a n  H a ege le ,  
H a ri n der Mann ,  Ryan O'Co n n o r, D a n  M c Kava n a g h ,  N e i l  Wyl ie ,  Maylyn Teh ,  Ka ren N g ,  Gevevi eve L iebich,  
Ka rly Mc Kay, Jessica Ra m pton , Kr ista Lea ch ,  F iona  Co l l i e r, David Art h u r, Cathy Ken n edy, M a rl iza 
Moha med Za i n ,  G e o rg e  Fo nseka, Katri n a  C h i a n g ,  Toby Wood, Matt Doane, Heidi  N i e l so n ,  N o r i ko Sej i m a ,  
A n a n d  Trived i ,  Yi Li n g  Z h a n g ,  Ch i n  Loo Yeo,  S h a ron J u  Lyn n  Ch u a ,  D a m i o n  R i o rda n ,  Jereme Li m ,  Er iko 
Hayash i ,  S idonie Mayor, N o a h  G o l d ste i n ,  Pa u l  Curra n ,  N a n a ko N a ka i  
EDITI O N  # 3  PATENT # 1 1 1 1  
Well it has been a while since you last got the 
pleasure of reading one of these reports. There is 
plenty of gossip to fill you in on and I guess I am 
looking for something to fill in some time. 
I have to inform you that the D Tower P l 's is now 
the D Tower P l .  To the disappointment of us all, Jan 
has decided to move out of D Tower and chooses to 
use it as a weekend getaway. Hopefully he will do 
some Pl work over on his new floor, because we all 
want to know what Bluffy gets up too at night. The 
truth is I already have a fair idea but this report is 
supposed to be family reading. 
It was good to see Vannace saw the light and 
moved back to the Delightful Tower. I'm a little bit 
suspicious about her wanting to live up on the top 
floor. As for Kate, I hope you've all been making her 
feel like shit for leaving D Tower. Oh well, the 
chocolate cake we won for being the superior tower 
in college was her loss. 
There is a rumour going around that Chloe has gone 
crazy. Well I think she has always been crazy. The 
general consensus is that she has been excessively 
worrying about worms. Personally, I am pleased 
that she is trying to arouse public concern about 
tapeworms. Statistics show that about a quarter of 
the population has tapeworms. There are 17 people 
in D Tower, so 4.25 of us should have them. Don't 
be too concerned, the only time you'll know you 
have them is if you have an itchy arse or they come 
out of your mouth or grow to a few metres long. 
I had to find out more when I heard that Mrs 
Brown was earning $80 for 20 minutes of blowing 
things. I did some undercover investigating and 
according to Richie, the only place where you can 
earn that sort of money is in Brunswick St. Tony 
also thought that that was the going rate in 
Brisbane. At least she is not still trying to tell us 
that she is out late at night doing music stuff. 
I am looking into starting a collection fund for out 
vacation resident, Yarn. For those of you who don't 
know, a really nice lady was seen g iving him and 
some blond girl some basic equipment that you 
shouldn't leave home without. Please be 
considerate of him. He injured his leg playing 
soccer and now has to use the disabled toilets when 
he goes out. Actually I'm pleased that he does it 
there and not in the normal toilets. 
Some girls in this tower think that Tim B was a 
naughty boy for being drunk and disorderly. Just 
wait until the authorities find out about the baddies 
that took the street sign, the Golf Club flag and I 
bet something from the church, on a recent trip 
down to the coast. 
I'm sorry that I don't have very much exciting to tell 
you about myself. I guess I just lead an uneventful 
life. 
Has everyone heard about Kerrie's new man? 
Which new man you ask. Well the latest is some 
young dude from F Tower. I hope it works out well, 
because she is one of the last D Towerians to get 
involved in the very exciting IH inbreeding program. 
You're all waiting to hear something about Karen. 
Well I have it on good word (not mine) that she will 
feature prominently with co-star Richie in the D 
Tower X rated edition. 
Well keep your G strings on for the next edition. 
And make sure you don't miss the rugby games on 
Wednesday nights. 
Timothy #1 

Everyone, 
Firstly, I'd like to apologise for taking such an 
incredible length of time to put this magazine 
together. Let's just say that I strategically planned it 
to enhance the overall impact of Kanyana ... 
Although a certain O'week convenor and a Shop 
convenor may consider that this is justice for them 
handing their reports to me so very late! And as for 
our Mr Sports convenor . .. 
However, there were some of you who were prompt 
in giving me your reports and I thank you heaps and 
heaps for that. I also thank Jude who fixed the 
camera and lent me his flash for an indefinite 
length of time, and those of you who lent me 
photos - I'm sorry for making you all think that 
you'd never get them back. I'm grateful to those 
(very) few of you who turned up to Kanyana report 
writing nights - your presence put unquantifiable 
hope in my heart, and to Cynthia who saved my 
sanity by retyping about 30 pages of lost 
nformation - my Easter holidays were certainly 
better for it (although I have never been able to 
place my trust another computer disk again ... ). 
Those before me have said that Kanyana is an 
aboriginal word for 'meeting place' - a word that 
hardly does justice to the incredible scope that IH 
has as a meeting place. Through all my gripes and 
failings, I have to say that I have 
, enjoyed the experience of being Kanyana 
Editor. After all, this magazine is 
essentially a collection of our IH 
memories and of all the people that 
each of us met here. Whilst putting it 
together I have relived a lot of 1998 and 
I really hope that reading it does the 
same for you. If so, then I have achieved 
all that basically hoped I would. 
Love always, 
Deb Brooks 
1998 Kanyana Editor 

/ 
Another turning point, a fork stuck in the road 
Time grabs you by the wrist, directs you where to go 
So make the best of it and don't ask why 
It's not a question but a lesson learned in time 
It 's something unpredictable, but  in the end it's right 
I hope you had the time o f  your life 
So take the photographs and still frames in your mind 
Hang it on a shelf of good health and good times 
Tattoos and memories and dead skin on trial 
For what's it's worth, it was worth all the while 
It 's something unpredictable, but  in the end it's righ t 
I hope you had the time of  your life 
It's something unpredictable, but  in the end it's right 
I hope you had the time of  your life 

